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Glossary
Academic – a teacher/researcher who works at a university or other
higher education institute. Academics normally specialise in one topic
inside a field and teach and/or publish research inside that one field.
Most are advanced degree holders (masters and/or doctoral degrees).
The author of this book is an academic specialising in website visibility.
See also Practitioner.
Age of document – refers to how long a document has been part of a
webpage on the Internet. The document could be text only, graphic
elements or any other non-HTML form of document. In terms of website
visibility, documents on a webpage could influence the way crawlers read
that webpage. If a document contains text which is highly relevant to
and supportive of the topic of the webpage for example, and is readable
by the crawler, it could add to the visibility of that webpage.
Age of link – the amount of time the link (hyperlink) has existed in the
same format on a given webpage. Older links will add more value than
younger ones to the visibility of the webpage they appear on.
Age of website – refers to the length of time that website has existed under
the same URL (e.g. http://www.mwe.co.za) and with the same content.
The older a website is the better in terms of visibility of that website.
Algorithm – refers to an interrelated set of mathematical equations on
which a search engine bases its decisions for ranking search results in
response to a query from a user. The detailed operation of these programs
is a trade secret, although the basic operation is generally known. The
most well-known algorithm in the search engine world is Google’s
PageRank, which uses the number of inlinks to a webpage as one of the
factors to determine the ranking of a webpage. The eventual visibility of
a website depends to an extent on the way the algorithm evaluates it.
ALT tag – the text on a webpage, chosen by the coder, to describe an
image on that webpage. This text is displayed if the image itself cannot
be displayed (e.g. while downloading or when the image link is broken). It
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is useful to search engines for indexing purposes and screen readers will
read it out for visually impaired Internet users. The ALT tag is optional,
but images without one do not increase the search engine ranking of the
webpage they appear on.
Altavista – one of the oldest search engines, and at one stage the leader
in terms of index size.
American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) – a set of
standard characters used to transfer information, based on the sequence of
these characters in the English alphabet. Every character is allocated a
unique code (e.g. A is 65, B is 66, a is 97, b 98, etc.). Generally the
characters on a standard keyboard are all ASCII characters, while other
methods have to be used to generate non-ASCII characters (like Ω, 2/3, €,
±, ë, etc.). An often used reference to ASCII is the phrase ‘an ASCII editor’,
which refers to a simple program used to code programs or webpages,
where this editor is only capable of generating standard ASCII codes.
Anchor text – refers to descriptive text coded as part of a hyperlink on a
webpage. This text will be displayed on the screen as the area where the
user should click on when wanting to be taken to a different part of
the website. These words are also used by search engines as part of the
ranking algorithm, and should be as descriptive and unique as possible.
The very common ‘Click here’, ‘Next’ and other similar non-descriptive
word choices for anchor text should be avoided.
Animated graphic – a graphic image which contains some movement,
used to catch the user’s eye on a webpage. Excessive use of animated
graphics has been proven to irritate users and even drive them away to
other webpages. Descriptive text should be associated with the graphic
to enhance the website visibility of that webpage. Crawlers cannot index
the content of the graphic, however descriptive it might be as an image.
Ask – a search service, previously called Ask Jeeves, after the well known
butler. It is also referred to as Ask.com, based on its Internet address.
Bandwidth – the amount of data which an electronic communications
channel can transmit per time unit, expressed in bits per second or
multiples of it (e.g. kb/s or Mb/s). Originally the term was used exclusively
in a computer science and networking environment but lately has become
common when referring to fast (or slow) Internet downloads.
Banner advertising – an Internet marketing mechanism which displays
advertisements in the form of (mostly) horizontal strips appearing at the
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top of webpages. A different banner may be displayed on every
subsequent visit to the webpage, and it could have a static or changing
layout. On low-bandwidth Internet connections these ads can slow down
operation, and since they have been proven to frustrate users, their
popularity has decreased dramatically.
Banner blindness – refers to the tendency among users to block out and
simply not see areas on the screen containing banner ads and
advertisements in general. It has contributed to the demise of banner ads.
Being mostly graphical by nature, a banner ad will also be invisible to a
search engine crawler and thus not contribute to the webpage’s visibility.
Banning – the action of a search engine removing a website from its index,
making it in effect invisible to the user. This could be catastrophic if the
website is commercial in nature. Search engines impose this penalty if
spamdexing has been detected on a webpage, or if other search engine
policies have been violated. Banning reduces a webpage’s visibility to zero.
Black hat – refers to a set of techniques whereby webpages are presented
differently to Internet users than to search engine crawlers in an attempt
to raise their ranking artificially. Some black hat techniques include
keyword spamdexing, cloaking and link farms. These techniques cannot
be delimited exactly, and a number of differences of opinion exist as to
which ones qualify for this dubious honour. White hat techniques are
considered to be above board and ethical and should be used to improve
rankings. These include correct keyword usage, manual search engine
submissions and the use of proper metatags. Grey hat techniques are
those which are in the middle between black and white hat techniques.
Body – the main section of a webpage, which will be interpreted by the
user’s browser and displayed on the screen for the user to see. The body
section normally contains text, images and other elements designed to be
of interest to the reader – in short, what is perceived to be the content of
a webpage. This is in contrast to the header section, which is not
displayed. See also Header.
Body keyword – the text component inside the body of a webpage, and
specifically the occurrence of weight-carrying keywords in this section.
The body text section could be the only part of the webpage but is often
supplemented by images. Body text is most important for search engine
crawlers since they use this text to index and rank the webpage. Incorrect
use of keywords inside body text (i.e. mindless repetition of the same
word(s)) could be perceived as spamdexing by search engine crawlers.
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This could result in the webpage being banned from the index. Sentences
inside the body section of a webpage should be descriptive and contain
a high percentage of keywords. However, this percentage should not be
increased to the point where a sentence appears to be spamdexing. From
the crawler’s perspective, the body contents are what matters in terms of
website visibility, and the focus of using the correct keywords in the body
text should be on this area. Below is an example of a sentence using a
high percentage of body keywords without raising the spamdexing flag
to a search engine (weight-carrying words are indicated in bold):
Website visibility: the theory and practice of improving rankings is a
book on optimising website contents for high search engine rankings.
An example of a sentence which will probably raise the spamdexing flag is:
Buy books from ABC bookshop since ABC bookshop provides the
best value for money – ABC bookshop is the world’s best online store.
See also Keyword.
BODY tag – the HTML coding element, part of the structure of a
standard HTML page, which indicates the start and the end of the body
section of a webpage. The start tag is coded as <BODY>, and the end tag
as </BODY>.
Bomb – see Google Bomb.
Boolean operator – a set of keywords which can be used to focus a search
by (mostly) excluding unwanted answers – also called a logical operator.
Examples include AND, NOT, OR and NEAR. Most search engines add
an ‘AND’ Boolean operator between keywords by default. Google, for
example, will treat the following two queries as if they are the same:

 soccer world cup cape town
 soccer AND world AND cup AND cape AND town
Adding AND operators between keywords tends to decrease the number
of answers (i.e. narrow the focus) of a search. The OR operator has the
opposite effect. See also Logical search.
Bot – see Crawler.
Breadcrumbs – a set of words, often linked by ‘>’ symbols at the top of
a webpage, which informs the user about his/her location on a website.
It also indicates the trail followed to get to the current webpage.
Breadcrumbs grow in length as one drills deeper into a website and
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shrink when moving upwards. This term was coined after the Hansel
and Gretel fairytale of leaving breadcrumbs to allow return by the same
path. The use of breadcrumbs coded as text could increase website
visibility, since it provides more weight-carrying text keywords for
crawlers to index.
Browser program – a set of programs which users run to display and
interact with webpages from the Internet. Early browser examples
include Mosaic and Netscape Navigator, while currently Microsoft
Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox are common. Due to the
familiarity of an open browser window on a user’s screen, this browser
window is often labelled ‘the Internet’. Different browsers have different
ways of formatting HTML code for display, and the same webpage
might appear differently on different browsers.
Cache memory – traditionally refers to high-speed, high-cost and
therefore low-capacity random access memory normally used to store
often used information in a computer. Lately used in a generic sense by
browsers to store the last few visited webpages. This reduces the amount
of information which has to be downloaded while browsing the Internet.
When navigating the Internet, however, the user might be viewing an old
copy of a given webpage from the browser’s cache memory. To prevent
this from happening, the Refresh function in the browser should be used
to download the current version.
Cascading style sheet (CSS) – a programming aid for website developers
which makes it possible to code multiple webpages in a consistent way.
A CSS describes the presentation of a document coded in, for example,
HTML. When a CSS is used in a certain way, it could decrease the
visibility of a webpage – crawlers generally would not be able to read
external CSS files.
Citation – when one author refers to the work of another. On the Internet,
it is used to describe one website linking to another via a hyperlink –
generally taken to be a vote of confidence in the content. Google’s
PageRank algorithm is, among other things, based on citations. In general,
having many hyperlinks pointing to one webpage should increase the
ranking of the webpage. See also External link, Hyperlink and Link farm.
Click fraud – refers to a type of Internet crime involving the continuous
clicking on a paid link leading to a given website without the intention of
spending money at the target website. It can be used by commercial
operators to increase the advertising expenditure of a competitor without
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the expected offsetting income. The clicking can be done by a human, an
automated script or other computer program. It is the subject of some
controversy, since click fraud can be difficult to prove. However, most large
search engines claim to have ways of identifying and combating click fraud.
Click through – the action of clicking on a hyperlink on a search engine’s
result page, leading to another website. It is also used in a more general
sense as a click on any hyperlink on a webpage which will lead to
another webpage.
Clipboard – a common memory area, used by the Windows operating
system to allow the transfer of data from one area in an application to
another or between applications. The cut, copy and paste operations are
used to transfer and save data using the clipboard.
Cloaking – a technique used to achieve high webpage rankings in search
engines in an artificial way, generally considered to be spamdexing. One
webpage is designed to be search engine friendly (optimised), i.e. it
contains large amounts of keyword-rich text, and this page is offered to
crawlers when they visit. It will thus earn high search engine rankings.
However, when a human user tries to visit this page, a different page
designed to be human friendly is served to them. Cloaking is considered
to be a black hat technique and could lead to a webpage being banned
from search engine indices.
Coder – refers to a person with the skills and training to generate computer
programs, which include Internet webpages and systems. The process of
coding webpages often includes the use of many different but supporting
Internet languages and technologies, such as JavaScript, cascading style
sheets, frames, graphics and others. Also called Programmer.
Community – a loosely related grouping of webpages with similar
content. Just as like-minded humans tend to spend time with each other,
communities of webpages tend to link to each other rather than to link
to those with content differing dramatically from their own. In terms of
website visibility, it is important to find, link to and obtain links from
other reputable websites in the same community.
Concept map – a diagram used to list objects or concepts and the
relationships between them. Often blocks or circles contain the objects,
and annotated arrows between these blocks indicate the relationships.
Content – a generic term referring to information of value on a webpage.
This content could be text, visual elements, audio elements and others.
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Useful and relevant content is an important component in the drive
towards user satisfaction in webpage usage. A common method of
increasing webpage ranking using suspect methods is to host many
webpages with similar or even identical content. This is aimed at
increasing the occurrence of relevant keywords and hyperlinks, but most
search engines have ways of identifying and flagging these duplicate pages.
Content management system – an authoring system that enables
companies to manage the content of their website by allowing departments
to provide and control the content of their own subsection of the website.
Crawler – a computer program which traverses the Internet continuously,
gathering information about websites in the process. Website coders have
to understand how crawlers view webpages and code accordingly to
achieve high webpage rankings. Also called a bot, robot, scutter or spider.
Cybersquatting – the process of buying a domain with the intent of
waiting until a company or person will realise the need they have for this
domain, and then sell it for an exorbitant price. It often involves a brand
or company name, or part thereof, being included in the domain name.
Most of the known court cases resulting from cybersquatting have been
ruled in favour of the applicant, forcing the squatter to sell the domain
for a reasonable price. See also Domain name.
Database – a collection of textual, graphic and other records or data,
structured in a specific way, which enables users to extract useful
information via an interface. This way of organising is done according to
a database model, with the relational model being the most common.
Other models are the hierarchical model and the network model.
Deep web – see Invisible web.
DESCRIPTION metatag – an HTML tag used by webpage authors to
provide a description of the content of the webpage for use in search
engine listings. This tag plays an important part in website visibility. Part
of it is also displayed on search engine result pages, implying that its
contents should be written with care. If it is too long, the search engine will
only display the first part. This implies that important keywords and
keyphrases should be concentrated towards the beginning of the
description tag. See also KEYWORDS and TITLE metatags and Metatag.
Digital social network (DSN) – a collection of users all over the world
who share messages, ideas, emotions, photos, etc. through a complex set
of programs on the Internet. Common examples include Facebook and
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MySpace. A participant in any DSN actually becomes part of a virtual or
online community, who communicate for educational, emotional, social,
professional, business and other reasons. It is expected that some social
change will result from the growth of DSNs.
Directory – a search tool which uses human editors to review and
categorise websites in a hierarchical directory according to topics.
Yahoo! and Looksmart are some examples. As such directories are not
search engines, although the two tools are sometimes combined. Often
the topic of a website earns it a position in a given directory category
rather than the contents of one specific page. See also Search engine.
Domain name – a unique text name that companies and private users
register to indicate their Internet website address, e.g. http://www.bookvisibility.com. A user would type this domain name into the URL bar to
visit a website. Legal disputes can arise when two persons or companies
disagree about which one has the right to use a given domain already
registered by one of them. See also Cybersquatting.
Doorway page – a webpage designed to rank highly with crawlers but
which actually only serves to lead humans to another webpage with
human-friendly content. Designers sometimes use doorway pages in an
attempt to satisfy both search engine crawlers and human visitors, thus
achieving high rankings with search engines while also providing quality
content to users. Doorway pages are considered to be spamdexing, which
might result in a website being banned from a search engine index. Also
known as bridge pages, entry pages, gateway pages, jump pages, portal
pages or zebra pages.
Download – the action of transferring a webpage and/or other objects
(images, forms, etc.) from a server to a local computer. When a user types
a new URL into a browser and presses Enter, a download will start.
Excessive downloading (e.g. many users copying movies simultaneously)
can reduce service delivery on a network with resultant user frustration.
Dublin Core – a set of metadata conventions designed originally to
describe webpage contents, including TITLE, CREATOR and SUBJECT.
Dublin Core is now used to describe physical collections in archives,
museums and libraries. It is also used to describe video, sound, text,
images and other digital materials.
Duplicate – could refer to a variety of elements in terms of webpage
content. Website authors could create duplicate content with the intent
of improving website rankings. Duplicate metatags could also be used
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for the same purpose. Generally search engines frown on this practice,
since it dilutes the content of their indices, clogs them with repeated
information and slows down their servers.
Dynamic page – a webpage which is not stored on a server but is
generated by a query before being displayed on a user’s screen. As such
it is a virtual page since it does not exist in the traditional webpage
format but is generated on demand and stops existing when the user
moves to the next webpage. Examples include online banking statement
webpages and airline booking pages. In general search engine crawlers
do not index dynamic pages as easily as they do static webpages. See also
Dynamic URL and Static page.
Dynamic URL – refers to a URL that contains $, %, =, & in its name,
which is generated dynamically during a request by a user. These
characters are referred to as ‘stop characters’, because they force
crawlers to stop interpretation of the URL at that point. Often copying
a dynamic URL and pasting it into a browser will not take the user to
the desired webpage, since that specific URL does not exist any more at
that time. In general dynamic URLs are not followed by search engine
crawlers, meaning that information on those pages cannot be indexed
and found by users. See also Dynamic page and Static page.
e-Commerce – refers to the marketing, distributing, buying, selling and
servicing of products or services over the Internet. It could also include
electronic data interchange, where one company’s computers query and
transmit purchase orders to other companies’ computers.
Editor – a term which has two meanings. The older one refers to a
program which coders use to write other programs with. A very simple
editor which could be used for creating webpages is Windows’s Notepad.
In the second sense an editor is a human who is tasked with scanning
websites manually with the purpose of harvesting useful information.
Empirical – normally used to refer to research which involves
experiments, observation or measurements and tangible results to
describe a given situation. Empirical research can be viewed as opposite
to theoretical research.
Exclusion policy – a set of criteria set up by search engines to describe
when a webpage would be excluded from their index since it breaks one
or more of their basic optimisation rules. It could also list criteria for the
submission of websites. However, search engines often do not supply an
exhaustive list of exclusion criteria. This could provide guidelines as to
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which spamdexing techniques website designers could implement
without being detected for that specific search engine.
Explorer – refers to a Microsoft program, supplied free with the
operating system, used to browse the Internet. It is often abbreviated
MSIE, and is represented by a blue lowercase letter ‘e’ icon surrounded
by a yellow ellipse. Since MSIE has become a strong standard in industry,
the term ‘Explorer’ is sometimes used as a generic term to refer to any
browser program.
External link – refers to a hyperlink on webpage B, linking to webpage A,
where webpage A is the one currently under consideration. A large
number of external links from other websites in the same community
makes a positive contribution to website visibility. A webpage coder has
very little control over the quantity and quality of external links, but the
website owner could canvass for external links from other high-quality
websites. See also Citation, Hyperlink and Link farm.
Facebook – a social utility on a website which allows registered users to
share information, photos, text messages, etc. in a way which creates a
virtual community of users with loosely grouped subgroups of ‘friends’.
Facebook is one of many digital social networks – others include
MySpace, Linkedin, Orkut and Flickr.
File – a collection of information stored on a computer under a name and
an extension. Common files include word processing documents (e.g.
MinutesFeb09.doc), spreadsheets (e.g. BudgetProduction2010.xls),
webpages (e.g. index.html) and photographs (e.g. facejohn.jpg). Files can
be copied to another location, deleted, renamed and e-mailed as
attachments to other Internet users. Search engine crawlers scan through
all the readable files they can find on a website, harvesting all the content
they can, and store it in the index.
File server – a high-performance computer used to store, manage and
‘serve’ files and services to many other ‘client’ computers. Some companies
own and manage many servers to allow users to store their websites, for a
monthly fee, on them. The reliability and uptime of a file server has an
effect on website visibility, since a file server that is down regularly will
cause all websites stored on it to be unavailable to users and crawlers.
File transfer protocol (FTP) – file transfer protocol is a network protocol
commonly used by website designers to upload website files from their
local computer to a file server. The moment the upload has been
completed, these files will be available to users on the Internet.
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Finder of Information on the Internet (FOIOTI) – a simple interface which
forces the user to think carefully about a query before specifying it, with
the purpose of improving searching success. See http://www.mwe.co.za.
Firewall – a generic term indicating either a security program or
specialised hardware, both with the same purpose of protecting a
computer against a variety of threats. These threats include computer
viruses, auto-install programs, popups and advertisements.
Flash – a multimedia platform for adding visual flair to webpages in the
form of interactivity, animation, advertisements and video integration.
One of the motivations for using Flash is to improve the navigation of
and add to the user experience of a webpage. Some users, however, do
not like Flash-based webpages, and not all search engines can index
Flash. A webpage containing only a Flash image (so-called Splash pages)
has nothing for a crawler to index and will have virtually no visibility.
Focusing – refers to a process whereby an Internet searcher modifies
(often lengthens) his/her search query in an attempt to receive fewer but
more relevant answers to a query. Any unsuccessful searching attempt
should be subject to a process of focusing to increase the chances of
success.
Font – (also spelled fount) refers to a complete set of characters of a
given typeface, normally in a set style and size. However, the term is
often used as a synonym for font size or font type. Most books state the
name of the font used to print the contents.
Frame – a technique used in website coding which divides the webpage
into separate areas, used mostly to centralise and enhance navigation.
The dividing lines between these areas are sometimes not visible, and
each frame is stored as a separate HTML file, with one master file to
identify each section. The use of frames in webpage design is considered
to decrease website visibility.
Front end – refers to the part of a computer program which interfaces
with the user. The front end is where the user clicks, makes selections and
in general communicates his/her requests to the rest of the program.
Google – currently by far the most popular search engine available,
which services several hundred million search queries per day. The
company has a very successful financial history and a large body of
regular users. The name Google is derived from the term ‘googol’, which
is a very large number (1 followed by 100 zeroes).
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Google bomb – a scheme whereby website coders with ulterior motives
create large numbers of links to a given webpage, but associate each link
with irrelevant text. This could cause innocent searchers to arrive at this
webpage while having typed this irrelevant text as a search query. The
term is actually a misnomer, and should actually be ‘search engine
bomb’, since the technique will work equally well with any search
engine. However, this process has only been done using Google as a
vehicle, again proving its popularity. See also Bomb.
Graphics – a picture, photograph or other non-textual image used on a
website to enhance its usability. A graphic image often presents some other
concept or textual phrase. Overuse of graphics on a webpage can lead to
user frustration. Graphic images (if not supported by descriptive text) can
lead to a decrease in website visibility. They were initially not indexable in
general, but lately many search engines offer image searches, proving that
they can be indexed.
Grey hat – see Black hat.
H1 tag – a piece of code (called the Header tag) used on a webpage to
indicate the level of importance of text. It is most often used to identify
headings of text. H1 is the highest level, followed by H2 up to H6.
Search engine crawlers attach value to the H-levels, and coders should
carefully choose what they put inside the H1 tag on every webpage of a
website.
Harvesting – the process of scanning through many webpages per day in
an attempt to increase the capacity and value of a search engine index.
Both human editors and automatic search engine programs called
crawlers harvest webpages.
Header – the first section of webpage HTML coding, which is not
displayed to the user but is used to store information about the webpage.
The body section contains the information to be displayed by the browser.
The header section could (and should, for the purpose of achieving higher
website visibility) contain various HTML metatags. See also Body.
Header tag – see H1 tag.
Hidden link – a hyperlink which is hidden from view so as not to irritate
or alarm human users but which will be read by crawlers with a resultant
increase in visibility for the target webpage. Adding hidden links to a
webpage is considered spamdexing, since their inclusion is often aimed
at artificially increasing the ranking of a webpage.
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Hidden text – text which is hidden from being read by human users but
which search engine crawlers will read and interpret. Normally the
hidden text is keyword rich or even mindless repetition of the same set of
keywords. Text can be hidden in a number of ways: text and background
colour can be the same, text can be miniscule so as to appear as a thin line
or text can be hidden behind images. Hidden text is considered to be
spamdexing and its use could lead to a website being banned.
Hit – the number of requests a web file server receives to download a file.
One webpage containing 20 images being downloaded will register 21
hits. As a result, hit counters are often used as a (false) indication of
human traffic visiting a webpage since they provide an inflated view of
activity. See also Page impression, Page view, Visitor.
Hosting – refers to the action of storing a complete website under a fixed
name on a fast computer to allow users from all over the world to access
it. Normally a company would offer this specialised service as being the
only business they run, since it involves high uptime, fast connections to
the Internet and a high level of expertise. Hosting companies whose
servers are often down can negatively affect a website’s visibility.
HTML naming convention – refers to the way a website designer
allocates names and extensions to the files which make up the website as
a whole. A sensible name for a webpage containing company detail
could be contact-detail-abcshoes.html. The descriptiveness of these
filenames plays a small part in website visibility.
Human/computer interaction (HCI) – refers to the study of the synergy
and interaction between a human user and a computer program,
normally via the program’s interface. HCI is located on the intersection of
a number of other fields of study, including design, behavioural science
and computer science. Since the birth of the Internet, HCI has been
expanded to include the study of humans interfacing with webpages.
Hyperlink – a word or set of words linked to a different location on the
same webpage, a different webpage on the same website or a webpage
hosted elsewhere. If the user clicks on a hyperlink, he/she is transported to
the destination location. See also Citation, External Link and Link farm.
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) – a formal document language
generally used to create hypertext documents, called webpages, to be
hosted in such a way that users can read them from anywhere in the
world via their browsers. The user needs this browser program (like MS
Internet Explorer) to display the HTML document properly.
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Hyphenated domain name – a domain name which consists of two or more
keywords, connected by hyphens. If the domain www.buycars.com has
already been registered, one can instead register www.buy-cars.com, which
is a hyphenated domain name. Although the single-word version is more
popular, the hyphenated version can be interpreted by a search engine
crawler. However, an association between hyphenated domain names and
spamdexing has been established through the popularity of the get-richfrom-home-quickly brigade. A hyphenated domain name with a large
number of keywords designed to draw the reader is typical of these schemes.
Impact factor – the number of times authors have referred to one specific
academic journal. This figure (often abbreviated IF) is an indication of
the importance of this journal, since many other authors base their own
research on articles published in this journal. See also Web impact factor.
Index – a large set of files which contain all the data collected by the
human editors and/or the crawler(s) of a search engine. When a user
submits a search query, the contents of the index is searched, not the live
Internet. The index should be updated regularly, and if done, this
‘freshness’ of the index tends to improve the quality of answers.
Indexing – the process of reading a webpage, then selecting and
compiling the weight-carrying words in a searchable format into the
index file(s). This process of updating the index file is done on a regular
basis and the so-called ‘freshness’ of the index depends on the frequency
of updates. The more regularly an index is updated, the higher the
quality of the contents and the fewer ‘dead links’ it will contain.
Information literacy – the ability of an Internet user to access
information from different sources, evaluate it critically and apply it in
order to enhance learning.
Inlinks – hyperlinks pointing from other websites to the one under
consideration. As such they can be viewed as votes of confidence in the
quality of the information on the website and a higher number of ‘votes’
are taken to indicate higher value. Many search engines use the quantity
and quality of inlinks in the ranking algorithm. More inlinks and inlinks
from high-quality websites are worth more to the target website. Website
owners should attempt to canvass inlinks from highly valued websites in
the same community and in doing so use white hat methods to increase
website ranking.
Interface – the coupling between two separate entities. A webpage must
allow the user to interact with it – or at the least offer some navigation
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controls to lead the user to some other part of the website. This
interaction between user and webpage takes place through the interface.
Internet – a collection of worldwide government, commercial and private
computer systems that can interact and share information. These
computer systems share data using a packet switching system and
connect millions of users simultaneously.
Internet Protocol (IP) address – refers to a packet-based protocol
expressed as four numbers that specifies a computer’s network location.
Intranet – refers to a network in a company which could contain parts of
the Internet and limits access by outside users. It often contains
information relevant only to employees or too sensitive to share with the
world.
Invisible text – refers to text on a webpage which cannot be seen by the
user. The purpose of coding invisible text on a webpage is to create
harvestable keywords for search engine crawlers in an attempt to raise the
ranking of the webpage. This text will not be read by or even deter human
users. Methods to make text invisible include using a very small font size,
setting text colour and background colour the same and hiding text
behind images. Most search engine crawlers will consider invisible text to
be spamdexing and they can normally detect this easily. Also called Tiny
text.
Invisible web – refers to an area of the Internet containing information
which cannot be located through the use of search engines. This
information is invisible to search engine crawlers for various reasons,
including search engine policy decisions (opting not to index certain
formats) and information that is located behind a firewall. Content of
the invisible web will normally not be included in search engine indices
and will therefore not be found by users. See also Deep web.
JavaScript – one of the most popular programming languages that
enables website designers to add flair and interactivity to their websites.
Netscape developed JavaScript, which is commonly used to enhance
webpage navigation through the use of rollovers/mouseovers, pop-up
windows and navigation menus. However, some search engine crawlers
cannot interpret JavaScript coding and its use could block crawlers from
following some links. This could lead to a decrease in website visibility.
Keyword – as in this book, the term keyword may be used in one of three
contexts.
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 It could refer to a single word or phrase typed into a search engine
query box. In this sense, the user should try to type in (a) keyword(s)
which closely match(es) the topic on which information is required.

 Secondly, it could refer to a single word that accurately describes the
contents of a single webpage or website.

 Finally it could refer to the KEYWORDS metatag – an area in the
webpage header reserved for listing all the important words which
accurately describe the contents of that webpage.
See also Body keyword.
Keyword density – refers to the number of keywords used as a
proportion of the total number of words in a sentence or paragraph.
Keyword-rich text should contain as many descriptive words as possible,
without creating text which does not read well. This kind of text could
be seen as an attempt at spamdexing. Search engine algorithms could
ban these webpages. See also Keyword frequency.
Keyword frequency – refers to the number of times a keyword is used on
a webpage. See also Keyword density.
Keyword placement – refers to the location of keywords on a webpage.
Research has proven that important keywords should be concentrated
towards the top but diluted towards the bottom of a webpage.
Keyword proximity – refers to the ‘distance’ between two related
keywords. These related keywords should be used close together to
improve website visibility for that specific phrase.
Keyword search – an action done on a search engine to find documents
containing one or more words that are specified by a user.
Keyword spamdexing – refers to the practice of repeating keywords inside
the text or metatag part of a webpage to the extent that a human reader
will not consider it to be normal text. This could vary from repeating the
same word many times consecutively, to cleverly written text which verges
on irritating the human reader due to repetition of the same word(s).
Search engines use algorithms to determine when a webpage uses keyword
spamdexing but the details of their operation is not known. Keyword
spamdexing has been identified as the second most serious spamdexing
issue, after link spamdexing. When writing body and metatag text, care
should be taken not to exceed the limits of what is considered to be
readable, standard text. Also known as Keyword stuffing.
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Keyword stuffing – see Keyword spamdexing.
KEYWORDS metatag – a metatag listing the relevant keywords a user
may enter when trying to find a specific category on a search engine. This
metatag is not used by search engines anymore as a result of abuse by
unscrupulous website authors. However, it is suggested that it is used as
a central storage point for the important keywords for every webpage.
These keywords need to be stored in a central page, since they are often
needed when writing body copy and when creating some of the other
metatags. See also DESCRIPTION and TITLE metatags and Metatag.
Link farm – a collection of webpages that contain large numbers of
hyperlinks to one another or other pages. The main aim is to attempt to
deceive search engines that place emphasis on the number of links in a
website when determining relevancy. Link farms could be created
manually but some are done by automated services and programs. Link
farms are considered to be spamdexing and should be avoided at all
costs. However, link farms are not to be confused with sensible link
swapping, where reputable websites from the same community agree to
cross-link to each other. See also Citation, External link and Hyperlink.
Link popularity – refers to a measure of how many other websites
indexed by the same search engine have links to a given site.
Link spamdexing – a form of excess where many unrelated hyperlinks
point to one webpage, creating the false impression that this webpage
has content of high value and is related to all the incoming links. Often
automated programs or systems are used to ensure that a link to the
target webpage is inserted onto many outside webpages. These webpages
(see also Link farms) often contain no more than hundreds or thousands
of unrelated links and no useful content. This element of website
visibility has been identified as the highest on the list of unwanted factors
on a webpage which increase the chances of that webpage being
blacklisted by search engines.
Listing – the process of getting a webpage to be included in the index of
a search engine. This is required before a user can expect to see a certain
webpage appear on the screen as part of a search engine result page.
Logical search – a search allowing the inclusion or exclusion of
documents containing certain words through the use of operators such
as AND, NOT, OR and NEAR. Research has proven that few searchers
make use of the powerful but more complex features offered by logical
searching. See also Boolean operator.
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Meta search engine – meta search engines have no index and use the
index of one or more other search engines (in parallel if more than one)
to extract information. This leads to a wider range of possible answers
but a higher chance of receiving more irrelevant answers to a user query.
Metadata – data about data. Metadata can be embedded in a webpage
in the form of metatags which describe various aspects of that page, like
a title for the webpage, a brief description of the content, etc. See also the
various Metatag listings.
Metatag – a keyword inserted in the reserved section in the header of the
HTML source document by the webpage author. There is a large number
of possible metatags to use, but only a few have a direct bearing on website
visibility. See also DESCRIPTION, KEYWORDS and TITLE metatags.
Metric – a measure of certain properties of webpages. See also Hit, Page
impression, Page view, Visitor.
Model – a plan or description designed to represent abstract concepts in
a way which a user can easily apply.
MSN – currently one of the top three search engines in the USA.
Natural results – see Organic results.
Navigation – the process an Internet user follows when finding his/her
way through the Internet. It often involves making choices and clicking
on links on a webpage to get to another webpage or section on the same
webpage. In terms of website visibility, navigation links should be coded
as plain text, to allow crawlers to interpret these links correctly, which
would add to the visibility score.
Neighbourhood – in the context of this book the neighbourhood of a
website refers to the collection of websites whose contents are similar or
about the same topic. The most important positive element of a website
in terms of visibility is the quantity and quality of hyperlinks between
websites in the same neighbourhood.
Notepad – the name of a simple program supplied with the Windows
operating system which is mostly used to create ASCII files. Therefore
Notepad could also be used to create HTML files which could be
displayed as webpages.
Operator – a focusing feature which can be included in a search query.
This will either narrow the scope of the search by filtering answers (for
example inclusion, exclusion, phrases, logical), or it could widen the
scope of the search by including more answers (for example stemming).
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Optimisation – see Search engine optimisation.
Organic results – refers to search engine results with websites which
earned their place due to their contents and other elements of the website
favoured by crawlers. Organic results are in contrast to paid results,
where website rankings are earned through payment rather than content.
It is also referred to as Natural results.
Outlinks – refers to hyperlinks on a website which link to websites other
than the originating one. The destination websites of outlinks should be
in the same neighbourhood as the originating website to increase website
visibility.
Page impression – a measure of the number of visitors to a website,
specifically the number of times a single webpage has been loaded. This
count does not include other files, e.g. images, loaded with the webpage
in question. Page impressions are considered to be a more accurate,
although often much lower, indication of actual human visitors than hits.
See also Hit, Page view, Popularity measure, Visitor.
Page rank – when used as two words, it refers to the placing of a
webpage on a search engine result page. A higher ranking (a lower
figure, i.e. 1st is better than 2nd), is considered to be better, since humans
favour the first page of results. See also PageRank.
Page redirect – refers to the process whereby a user is redirected to
another site when attempting to access a website. This process could be
viewed as spamdexing because users visit a different webpage to the one
that is viewed by search engine spiders.
Page view – the same as a Page impression. See also Hit, Visitor.
PageRank – when used as a single word, PageRank is the name of
Google’s link analysis algorithm which determines the ranking of
webpages. This term is a wordplay on the surname of one of the original
authors of Google, Larry Page. See also Page rank.
Paid inclusion (PI) – a search mechanism advertising practice where
webpages are included in search engine indices in exchange for payment.
This practice does not guarantee top rankings – only that the website will
be indexed within a certain time period.
Paid placement (PP) – an advertising system where websites are guaranteed
top rankings for certain keywords for a fee. Participating websites often
bid for these rankings and the highest paying website receives the top rank
whenever the keyword which has been bid on is used as a search query.
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Paid submission – refers to the process whereby web designers pay
certain fees to have their websites reviewed by directory editors more
quickly than normal. It does not affect ranking or the chances of
indexing websites.
Pay per click (PPC) – refers to a system which allows website owners to
increase the traffic to their website. Owners bid on (a) keyword(s) or
keyphrases and all websites having bid for a given keyword/phrase are
displayed when it is used as a search query. However, the website with
the highest bid for the relevant keyword/phrase will appear on top, the
second highest bidder second from the top, etc.
Personal computer – a single computer which is cheap enough for the
user not to have to share it with other users and which is capable of
storing and executing programs on its own storage devices.
Phrase search – refers to a full text type of search for documents
containing an exact sentence or phrase specified by a user. Normally the
user has to enclose the search phrase in quotes to distinguish it from
being separate keywords.
Popularity measures – different ways of measuring visits to a webpage,
also called metrics. They measure these visits in radically different ways
and some can give an inflated picture of popularity. See also Hit, Page
impression, Page view, Visitor.
Portal – a centralised website which provides diversely sourced
information in a unified fashion. Some search engines have grown into
portals where a variety of other categories of information is provided,
including weather, infotainment, news, stock prices, etc.
Practitioner – a person who is a specialist in a given field and works in
industry. See also Academic.
Precision – the degree to which a search engine lists documents matching
a query. The more matching documents the search engine lists, the higher
the precision.
Programmer – see Coder.
Query – a word, phrase or a group of words entered into a search
engine’s search box, which represents the information required by the
searcher. The relevance of the returned information depends to a large
extent on the accuracy of the search query. Research has proven that
many searchers are unable to specify an accurate search query or they
use general single-word terms.
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Ranking – the position a search engine allocates to a webpage in its sorted
result list. A higher position (i.e. a lower figure, where 1st is better than
2nd) is considered to be better. The SEO industry revolves around
achieving high rankings for their customers for given keywords or phrases.
Really Simple Syndication (RSS) feed – refers to a method of publishing
frequently updated web content. Readers subscribe to RSS feeds such as
news headlines, video or audio and any updated content from the source
will then be sent to them automatically.
Recall – the degree to which a search engine returns all the matching
webpages in its index. There may be 1,000 matching webpages, but a
search engine may only find 800 of them. It would then list these 800
and have a recall of 80 per cent.
Refresh – the action of reloading a webpage from the server. If, for example,
a user opens a news webpage and leaves that window open for the rest of the
day, it might be worthwhile clicking on the ‘Refresh’ button from time to time
to allow any updates to be downloaded from the news server to the browser.
Relevance – refers to how closely the search engine results appear to
match the searcher’s query as measured by the searcher.
Result page – see Search engine result page (SERP).
Return on investment (ROI) – the ratio of money gained or lost on an
investment relative to the amount of money invested, often expressed as
a percentage. Website owners sometimes invest large amounts of money
in website design and/or optimisation and would expect some return on
this investment in terms of sales through the website.
Robot – see Crawler.
Robot.txt – refers to a file written and stored in the root directory of a
website that restricts the search engine spiders from indexing certain pages
of the website. This file is used to disallow certain spiders from seeing files
that the website owner does not want them to see. A certain spider can also
be prevented from viewing any of the webpages through this file.
ROBOTS metatag – a metatag which prescribes whether or not visiting
crawlers should index the current webpage and follow hyperlinks from
this same page.
Scutter – see Crawler.
Search box – refers to the box on a search engine screen in which the user
has to type a search query to start the search process. Webpages other
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than search engines can also have a search box, the use of which often
starts a search inside that webpage only.
Search engine – a service aimed at allowing users to find relevant
information on the Internet in a short time. The term is often used to
describe two different kinds of services: crawler-based search engines and
human-powered directories. Although both provide essentially the same
service, they gather their content in radically different ways. A search
engine has four components although the user only interacts with the
first: user interface, crawler/editor, algorithm and index file. Search
services are normally free and companies generate income through
advertising on search pages. See also Directory.
Search engine marketing (SEM) – a form of Internet marketing that seeks
to promote websites by increasing their ranking in the search engine
result pages. This type of marketing may manifest in a number of ways:
through SEO, paid inclusion or paid placement.
Search engine optimisation (SEO) – a process involving changes to a
website with the purpose of achieving higher ranking for that website on
search engines. SEO is also called natural, organic or algorithmic
optimisation, since no payment to the search engine is involved.
Webpages having earned top rankings in natural search results have done
so due to the relevance of their content and not through payment
schemes. SEO is a complex process of fine-tuning many elements of a
webpage – including rewriting content and hyperlinks, changing the
website structure, adding image descriptions and manual submission to
search engines, to name but a few. Certain elements of SEO, when taken
too far, could reverse the process and reduce instead of increase website
visibility. If important keywords are used too often in body text, for
example, it could be construed as spamdexing by the visiting search
engine crawlers, leading to the banning of the website.
Search engine result page (SERP) – refers to the result page produced by
a search engine in response to a query submitted by a user. The search
engine algorithm sorts the results on the SERP with what is perceived to
be the most relevant answer first. If a relevant answer is present on the
SERP the user is likely to click on the displayed link, thereby visiting the
listed webpage. Research has proven that users seldom read results past
the first SERP and very seldom past the third. This has given rise to the
fierce competition (through the implementation of SEO and/or paid
systems) for the coveted first few slots on a SERP.
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Search engine submission – the process of registering data about a
particular website in order to get the website indexed and promoted by
that search engine, also known as search engine registration. Website
owners should have their websites submitted manually rather than by
using automated programs.
Search engine user – a general term describing an Internet user depending
on search engines for information retrieval.
Searching – the process of attempting to find useful information on the
Internet by correctly nominating keywords. The user chooses these
keywords based on a perception of them being the best description of the
information need.
Server – a computer which stores programs and/or data which is
requested and used by users on other computers and which manages
these requests in an orderly and timely fashion. A web server stores
websites, but otherwise performs the same function as a standard server.
Web servers are normally managed and maintained by commercial
companies, since 100 per cent uptime and fast response is important.
Furthermore, a high level of technical software and hardware expertise
is required to manage a large number of websites in this way.
Server response – refers to the time it takes a server to service a request
for a given website. Although a number of other factors play a role in the
overall response time from the user’s perspective, slow server response is
generally blamed for long Internet downloads. When the server response
time becomes excessive, a so-called timeout error could occur, which
produces the same result as if the server was not working at all. This has
serious consequences for both the user and the search engine crawler. For
both these consumers the website they are trying to load will be
inaccessible, which has serious consequences for its visibility.
Sitemap – a representation of the structure or architecture of a website,
either as a series of simple text terms or as a hierarchy. A text-based
sitemap should be provided on the homepage or as a separate webpage
of a website. Apart from providing useful guidance to the human visitor,
it provides a link to every webpage on the website, meaning that a
visiting crawler has an easy way to index these webpages.
Spam – refers to the process of flooding a computer with (normally)
useless information, sometimes in the form of e-mail messages, in an
attempt to deactivate this computer or make productive work by the user
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difficult or impossible. Spam in a search engine context, called
spamdexing, differs from traditional unsolicited e-mail spam. However,
both types share the feature of being unwanted information forced onto
an unwilling recipient. See also Spamdexing.
Spamdexing – the use of any search engine ranking technique which
manipulates the quality of the results produced by the search engines. It
is therefore an attempt to influence the sequence of results appearing on
a search engine result page. Examples of spamdexing include excessive
repetition of a keyword in a page, optimising a page for a keyword
which is unrelated to the contents of the site and using invisible text.
Most search engines will penalise a webpage which contains
spamdexing. See also Spam.
Spider – see Crawler.
Splash page – refers to an image that appears on a screen, being the first
thing the user sees while a program is loading. Splash pages often
promote a product, service or company and may contain a button for the
user bypass the viewing of the splash page. If the splash page contains
only the image and no text, it offers the visiting crawler nothing to index
and it will dramatically decrease its visibility.
Static page – a relatively simple webpage containing only so-called flat
HTML, with no content that can change automatically. Static webpages
are easy to create and easy for crawlers to index. However, they have
limitations when complex websites are to be maintained, especially
where a large database is involved (i.e. an airline booking system, online
bank or bookshop). See also Dynamic page and Dynamic URL.
Stemming – refers to the ability to include the stem of a keyword in a
search. For example, stemming allows a user to enter ‘swimming’ and
obtain results also for the stem word ‘swim’.
Stickiness – refers to the tendency of a webpage to keep customers on
that page for a longer period of time, indicating that the page contains
useful/relevant information. It is also sometimes measured as the number
of webpages visited per session. Webpage designers aim to create
websites with a high degree of stickiness. Ironically, search engine result
pages have a low degree of stickiness, since users mostly navigate away
from them very quickly.
Stop word – conjunctions, prepositions, articles and other words such as
THE, AND, TO and A that often appear in documents yet alone may
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contain little meaning. Depending on the environment, any word can be
nominated as a stop word. When searching within a collection of
documents which covers assembler programming, for example, the
(otherwise meaningful) word ‘assembler’ could be a stop word.
Stuffing – see Keyword spamdexing.
Terabyte – refers to a unit of computer data storage, abbreviated Tb, and
equivalent to 1,000 Gigabytes (Gb) or 1,000,000,000,000 bytes.
Technically the figure is 240, or 1,099,511,627,776 bytes, but the metric
version is often accepted as being close enough for general use. One byte
(b) is required to store one character.
Text spamdexing – a general term referring to the use of excessive words
or phrases on a webpage in an attempt to artificially improve the
ranking. See also Spamdexing.
Tiny text – see Invisible text.
TITLE metatag – an HTML tag used to define the text in the top line of
a web browser, also used by many search engines as the title of search
listings and for bookmark identification. Webpage designers should
include a descriptive TITLE tag for every page, since it plays an
important role in website visibility. See also DESCRIPTION and
KEYWORDS metatags and Metatag.
Traffic – defined as the number of unique visitors to a single webpage but
could also refer to the number of data packets generated by visitors to a
website. Generally more traffic is better, since every visitor could be a
potential client, assuming that a website has a commercial purpose. The
purpose of both SEO and paid systems is to increase the visibility of a
website and therefore the traffic in terms of human visitors.
Triangulation – refers to multiple research methods or information
sources, in both cases used to increase the validity/reliability of research
outcomes.
Trilogy – traditionally refers to a set of three connected works of art but
in the context of this book it refers to the combination of a webpage,
user and search engine. These three elements are closely linked and
operate in synergy. If any one of the three is removed, the Internet as we
know it will cease to exist.
Uniform resource locator (URL) – the address which identifies the location
of a webpage or webpage element on the World Wide Web. For example,
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the URL of this book’s website is http://www.book-visibility.com, which
may often be shortened to just www.book-visibility.com.
Usability – in general this refers to the ease with which a human can
employ a tool to achieve a specific goal. Specifically it refers to the degree
of productivity or, alternatively, frustration which a user experiences
when interacting with a webpage on the screen while attempting to
complete a given task. In the context of this book, a website should be
both usable and visible to achieve its goal.
User – generally refers to a human who is using an Internet service or a
computer program. A distinction is generally made between non-expert
users (often called end-users) and so-called power users. The latter are
users who are capable of manipulating the advanced features of
application programs to becoming more productive.
Video – in the context of this book refers to a video file, stored on a
webpage, which can be played in a separate window by clicking on it.
Search engines can generally not interpret the contents of a video on a
webpage and descriptive text has to be included on the webpage if a
crawler is to access and index a description of the video content.
Virtual library – refers to a collection of related information (also called
a digital library) stored in a digital format and which can be accessed and
queried through a computer interface.
Visibility – refers to the ease and effectiveness with which a search engine
crawler can find and index a webpage. Webpage designers aim to design
pages in such a way that they have high visibility to crawlers. Website
visibility is a complex topic, and designing a highly visible website is a
continuous process rather than a point to be aimed at. The target of
visibility design (pleasing search engine algorithms) moves all the time,
while competitors are also improving their websites. Other websites with
similar content are continuously being updated in a constant drive to
achieve the coveted few top spots for a given keyword search on search
engine result pages.
Visible web – consists of all the webpages that are retrievable via search
engine crawlers, also known as the indexable or surface web. See also
Invisible web.
Visitor – in general refers to a human user who loads a certain webpage
through his/her browser program. The more visitors a webpage draws,
the more its content will become known. If the webpage is an online
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store, more visitors should equate to more sales and eventually more
profits. A number of different classes of visitors are defined: first, repeat,
singleton, unique and others. See also Hit, Page view, Page impression.
Web impact factor – refers to the status a given webpage has in the
Internet community in terms of the number of hyperlinks from other
authoritative webpages to this webpage. See also Impact factor.
Webpage – a single HTML document which is part of a website; it will
commonly include text, graphics and links to other webpages. See also
Website.
Website – a collection of connected webpages on the Internet containing
related information and stored at a common URL. See also Webpage.
White hat – see Black hat.
Windows – a commonly used personal computer operating system whose
main feature is the ability to execute different programs in separate
frames, called windows, on the screen.
Wordpad – refers to a simplified word processing program, supplied as
part of the Windows operating system when installed on a personal
computer.
Yahoo! – one of the oldest directories on the Internet and currently
ranked at number two in the world among search engines behind Google
(in terms of searches done per day).
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